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Golden Research Thoughts

In ancient India Astrology was
THE STUDY ON TECHNICAL CHALLENGES LYING
a subject used for the benefit
BEFORE TODAY’S ASTROLOGERS AND ASTROLOGICAL of Kings, Queens and the elite
for their mundane affairs. In
ORGANISATIONS, ASTROLOGICAL INSTITUTIONS,
fact court Astrologers of the
ASTROLOGICAL FEDERATIONS IN TAKING ASTROLOGY then ruling Kings and Queens
had daily sessions in their
INTO FUTURE.

Dr. N. Chandrashekar
PhD., International Astrologer, Astro - Gemologist,
Palmist, Gem - Writer, Halasuru, Bangalore, India.
ABSTRACT
oroscope writing of a baby or
an individual without the
proper inputs such as correct
Time of Birth is a serious concern, In the
absence of correct Time of Birth with
reference to Place of Birth it is difficult
to cast a horoscope based on which the
Astrologer attempts to read, interpret
and predict and do other Astrological
work for the benefit of the client or the
counsellee. So, it is the duty of the client
/ counsellee to furnish the correct Time
of Birth and correct Place of Birth along
with the correct Date of Birth based on
which the Astrologer does further work
to help the client / counsellee. In
modern world there are different ways
of births and births also taking place in
moving vehicles, moving trains,
moving ships, moving airplanes. And
also to ascertain rules to interpret
Transgender Horoscopes without
which we cannot take Astrology into
future.

H

Future” has in writing or casting a birth
horoscope for future births which are
on land (moving vehicles, moving
trains), on sea (moving ships) and in
mid air (moving airplanes) along with
“ Tra n s g e n d e r H o ro s c o p e ”
interpretation.
INTRODUCTION
Astrology is an age old abstract science,
in fact Astrology is one of the oldest
helping professions of the world according to a research by eminent
A s t r o l o g e r s o f “A M E R I C A N
FEDERATION OF ASTROLOGERS” (AFA)

palaces to help them in
decision making matters of
governance of the country or
the regions or cities.
Later on some progressive
Astrologers brought Astrology
for the benefit of masses, for
the members of the society ie,
individuals benefit - here came
the Dasha periods, until then it
Dr. N. Chandrashekar Page _1
of _5 was just Prashna Kundali
/ Horoscope for the time of
questioning (Static
information or Data to deal
with the static information of
an individual). Once the
dynamic dasha was
introduced, it covered the
need for birth details like
person’s date of birth, time of

KEYWORDS:Technical Challenges lying
,Astrologers and Astrological
Organisations, Astrological
Institutions, Astrological Federations
.
OBJECTIVE OF THE PAPER
To bring awareness in Astrologers of
the problems that “Astrology of
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birth and place of birth based on which the Janma Kundali (birth chart) was cast and an attempt to read the entire life
of the concerned individual through Dasha system and transit system was attempted. Thereby the future prediction
concept arrived and to this day it stays. It is not going to go away also, because as long as “fear of future” in society
exists future prediction concept will be there.
In the process, different thoughts and opinions on “Time of Birth” arrived on Astrology scene and finally it
resulted in 3 different schools of thought being established on “Time of Birth” in Astrological scene.
1. When the head of the child appears at Yoni Dwara (Shiro darshana)
2. When the baby first cries due to first breath it takes after leaving the womb (first cry)
3. When the umbilical chord is cut (seperating the baby from mother)
According to Satyacharya’s “Satya Jaathakam” there are 3 moments
1. Adhana Lagna - The moment of conception
2. Shiro darshana Lagna - The moment when the head becomes visible (Called crowning in Medical terms)
3. Bhupathana Lagna - The moment when the body touches the earth Of all the 3, Bhupathana Lagna or when the
child touch the earth was the real “Time of Birth” according to an article in the very very old Astrological Magazine.
The question that arises here is the time difference from the Shiro darshana Lagna to the Umbilical Chord
cutting lagna is 40 minutes in the case of first delivery and in subsequent deliveries it is 20 minutes minimum - this is
according to Dr. B. Kiran Kumar,. B.A.M.S, who in the span of 15 years of experience conducted about 20 deliveries
personally and has attended about 70 deliveries. So in such a scenario we do not know which lagna to take or
consider for our Astrological purposes because the chances of each lagna kundali giving out different characteristic
details of the native and his/her life is more and the reading and interpretation varies for each lagna kundali.
So it is high time Astrologers/Astrological bodies of the world ascertain and standardise the proper time of
birth for casting the native horoscope which may lead to proper understanding and interpretation of the Horoscope
Added to that confusion, we do not know which “Time of Birth” the hospital is recording for the knowledge of parents
of the child, because as I have understood from certain literatures from Astrologers even medical science and
medical doctors have not yet ascertained or defined what exactly is time of birth.
The general public or the parents of the child depends on the time noted and given by the hospital
authorities and based on that go to their Astrologers and get the horoscopes of the child or the person return and
interpreted and discussed for decision making purposes, or clearing the confusions or getting help to understand the
clueless situations in the life of the native or for any other help they are seeking. So in such a scenario the success rate
of an astrologer depends on what? I do not know honestly.
Added to this, the question of “Place of Birth” arises in today’s modern world where the child birth may take
place in a moving car, moving bus, moving train, moving airplane or on water in a moving ship.
It is clear from “Satya Jatakam” in those days i.e, in ancient days these kinds of moving births were not there,
they defined only Bhu Pathana Lagna which maybe called as stable births,
We all know the horoscope is defined as “MAP OF HEAVENLY BODIES ON A GIVEN DAY FOR A GIVEN BIRTH
TIME WITH RESPECT TO THE PLACE OF BIRTH”, so to fix a Time of Birth with respect to the Place of Birth in a moving
vehicle births is difficult. For ex, the pregnant mother with labour pains is being shifted to hospitals in a car. The
hospital is quiet far way and suddenly the baby’s head appears on the way and cant stop the vehicle for want of
professional medical help and the journey continues during which time the delivery may happen before reaching the
hospital, the umbilical chord is cut is in hospital - in this situation the process begins in 1 latitude - longitude (Lat - Lon)
and ends in another Lat - Lon. During which time all the 3 concepts of Time of Birth have happened with respect to 3
different Lat - Lon which when recorded and 3 different horoscopes (Birth charts) are cast for the same child which
gives 3 different life readings of characteristics and life events. So, now you know the actual problem of casting a
correct Horoscope, the faster the vehicle moving with pregnant lady with sever labour pains - the greater the range of
Lat - Lon different for 3 different Time of Birth concepts.
Example 2 - The live case of airplane birth (Mid Air Birth) head appeared in one country and the umbilical
chord was cut in another country’s air space and the first breath of the child happened in another Lat - Lon space.
Example 3 - In another live air plane birth case, head appeared in the mid air and umbilical chord was cut on
the ground in another country/city after emergency landing for want of professional medical help (this happened
during August 2015).
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Example 4 - While watching a video I noted that a child birth takes place in a fast moving ship on sea,
spontaneously a question comes to my mind about writing a horoscope for that child, but how? Without the
necessary birth details. The process of birth begins with appearance of head at Yoni Dwara in one Lat - Lon and ends in
another Lat - Lon position.
In land births, there are 12 ways to give births nowadays, in each way the process is different and which one
is to be recorded as the time of birth.
1. Home Birth
2. Natural Child Birth
3. Medicated Birth
4. Caesarean Birth
5. Water Birth
6. Hypno - Birthing
7. Non - Recumbent Birthing position
8. Chiropractics
9. Reflexology
10. Acupuncture and Acupressure Birthing
11. Herbs Birthing
12. Aroma Therapy
We have discussed above only the home births and natural births. The remaining 10 ways of births we do not
know.
The confusion of casting of horoscopes arised and this is the real problem of Astrology - not the
interpretation part.
And, of course the interpretation part is according to KAALA, DESHA, VIDHYAMAANA and PARISTHITHI. The
remedial part is Region specific, Culture specific, Society specific or maybe even Community specific.
The best of the remedies have come from India because India is one old country which has gone through
literally all kinds of sufferings and our rishis have given answers to human sufferings out of necessity to help and
elevate human life.
Todays Astrology and Astrologers and Astrological bodies have to answer these birth data questions and set
a standard without which “the Astrology of future is incomplete”. So, without any of the proper inputs - the
Astrologers cast a horoscope by hand or by a computer and go giving the readings, characteristics, interpretations,
predict events and even suggest remedies along with counselling.
Just like olden days Astrology answers and interprets “Sthree Jataka” and “Pursha Jataka” with different
rules separately, todays Astrology has to answer to the needs of “Transgender Jatakas” which is recognised by the
governments around the world because their numbers are increasing around the world. It has to study and formulate
new rules for interpreting “Transgender Horoscopes” to help them out in their lives as Astrology is after all a helping
profession.
Whether the today’s Astrologer knows GRAHA GANITHA to calculate the future or not - It doesn't matter,
because we have not seen tomorrows sky as it has not appeared yet. So, you know we are all calculating on the
positions of the past sky through GRAHA GANITHA. It is right also because knowledge comes from past not from
future because futures sky has not come yet. Hence not visible to us - Situation being this the past Indian Astrology
Masters have already said “Who else, except the creator Brahma can say with certainty what will definitely happen”
And finally Astrologers say, don't lose hope you never know what tomorrow’s sky will bring.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, I say Astrologer’s brains are the “BEST MEANING MAKING MACHINES” because their
meaningful interpretations helps people to handle their fear of future, frustrations of past, anxieties of present which
in my limited knowledge is an excellent and unparalleled triumph in helping distressed fellow men and women.
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